Foreclosure Mediation Timeline
COM assigns a
mediator and
sends the
Notice to the
parties and
mediator

Borrower &
benef receive
COM’s Notice
in the mail

Section (3)

Mediator
sends
Scheduling
Notice to COM
and parties
(at least 30
days prior to
session)

Borrower
sends docs to
mediator and
benef
(23 days from
receipt of
Notice)

Borrower &
benef pay fee
to mediator
(30 days prior
to session)
Section (17)

Section (4)

Benef sends
docs to
mediator and
borrower
(20 days from
receipt of
borrower’s
docs)
Section (5)

Section (7)(a)

Mediator
cancels &
certifies the
case if
borrower is
unresponsive
(session must
have been
scheduled)

Mediator
convenes
session
(70 days from
receipt of
Notice unless
otherwise
agreed)
Section (6)

Section (11)

Notice must
meet RCW
requirements
(see COM’s
template).

Mediator
contacts the
parties and
begins
scheduling the
session
Inquires about
who’s
representing
each party;
contacts
borrower if
borrower rep is
nonresponsive.

Legend:

RCW Requirements
See RCW 61.24.163
(section references
inserted above)

Mediator
includes
fees &
rescheduling
policies in the
scheduling
notices.
Mediator
sends copies of
notices (for all
sessions) to
COM

Mediator
monitors docs
exchange,
reminds
parties to be
timely

Mediator may:
-allow parties
to mediate in
another
county
-waive fee(s)
-allow other
participants
Commerce’s
Expectations
(see details in
Program Guidelines)

Mediator’s Discretion
(mediator best/effective
practices; ABA Mediator
Standards)

Mediator
verifies with
both parties
that they are
ready for
session
Obtains
written
confirmation
from each
party that they
are ready to
mediate (have
all docs, etc.).
If not,
determines if
session needs
rescheduling.

Mediator
documents
attempts to
contact
borrower
(regardless of
borrower’s
rep)

DISCLAIMER: This timeline is not indented
to replace the statute at RCW 61.24.163 or
Commerce’s Program Guidelines.

Mediator
schedules and
convenes
additional
session(s)
(same
requirements
as for 1st
session)

Mediator
certifies and
closes the
case
(within 7
business days
from session)
Section (12)

Section (8)(b)

Ensures that:
-location is in
property's
county (6)
-options to
avoid
foreclosure
are exhausted
(9)
-borrowers
attend in
person (8)(a)
-benef has
auth. to settle
(8)(a)
-IF NPV test is
run, pass/fail
is noted
(12)(2)
-PSA or waiver
is provided (if
mod. denied)
(5)(j)
Mediator requires
an NPV test if
retention is
desired
Mediator sets
agenda,
records
meeting notes
or MOU, asks
for docs, sets
new deadlines

Mediator
determines if a
continuance or
additional
session(s) are
needed
Mediator
sends
scheduling
notice to COM
and parties for
each additional
session.

Mediator
verifies with
both parties
that they are
ready for the
additional
session(s)
Ensures
agreements &
deadlines met,
docs are
exchanged

Mediator
determines if
parties
mediated in
good faith
Section (10) &
(12)(d)

Mediator
sends
certification to
parties,
trustee, and
COM
Section (12)

Mediator
determines
good faith
based on their
observations,
fills COM’s
form in its
entirety,
ensures it is
timely or
explains delay,
sends copy to
borrower
regardless of
reps
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